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1. Temporary increases in government spending have (i)
positive e¤ects on consumption and output, (ii) larger than
tax cuts

2. Tax shocks more e¤ective when households are credit
constrained

3. Monetary policy accommodation reinforces �scal stimulus
(CC households highly sensitive to variations in real interest
rate)

4. Positive spillover e¤ects of �scal shocks, global �scal
stimulus more e¤ective than uncoordinated policy actions
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Contributions

I Build two-region DSGE model with household heterogeneity:
Ricardian, non-Ricardian (liquidity constrained ROT),
credit-constrained (impatient agent facing collateral constraints)

I Fiscal policy with ROT: Galì, Lopez-Salido and Valles (2007), Coenen
and Straub (2005), Forni, Monteforte and Sessa (2009), etc...

I DSGE models with household credit frictions: Iacoviello (2005),
Monacelli (2009), Iacoviello and Neri (2009), Darracq-Pariès and
Notarpietro (2008); Callegari (2007): �scal policy with CC households,
simpler framework

I Novelty: combining RIC + ROT + CC to analyze �scal policy
issues

I Focus on accommodative monetary policy and global �scal
stimulus

I Main argument: CC households consume an increase in net income
(as ROT) and are highly sensitive to variations in real interest rates
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Working out the results: internal mechanics

1. Ricardian: negative wealth e¤ect: " Gt (or # τt )=)# pdv future
wealth=) # Ct , " NSt , # w

2. Nominal rigidities: " AD =)" Nd ...may generate " w (and " C , in
principle)

3. ROT: no intertemporal dimension: always " Ct when current net Y "
(due to " Gt or # τt )

CC-1 No consumption smoothing: Euler equation violated due to relative
impatience + credit constraint. Hence: always " C ct as current net
income " (as ROT)

CC-2 High sensitivity to rt : Bct = (1� χ)pHt H
c
t
1
rt

If
" rt =)# Hct , # Bct , # C c

CC-3 Yet, as " G mainly falls on nondurables, pHt #: negative collateral e¤ect
=)# C c .
Overall e¤ect: " C c . However, ROT crucial to generate " CAGG under
sticky wages IRFs
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Fiscal multipliers: a comparison with the literature

1. No �scal coordination, standard monetary policy: results in line with
literature, e.g.: G shock EA: 0.74; Forni, Monteforte and Sessa (2009):
0.85

2. No �scal coordination, monetary accommodation: larger multipliers,
e.g: τw shock US: 0.52; IMF (2009): 0.3

3. Global �scal stimulus, standard m.p.: gains from �scal coordination
around 30% for EA, similar results in Forni and Pisani (2009), coord.
within EA

4. Global �scal stimulus, monetary accommodation: largest gains: EA
double, US almost double
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Quantitative exercise

I Model calibration based on estimated version without CC, new
block added on top

I Such procedure implicitly assumes structural parameters stable to
introduction of CC and housing sector

I Identi�cation issues related to CC: make sure data support new
block Distributions

I Estimation of full model needed to perform robust quantitative
exercise (very likely to be underway...)

I Caveat # 1: response to �scal stimulus with accommodation
highly sensitive to nominal and real rigidities, in�ation persistence,
IES (see Forni and Pisani (2009))

I Caveat # 2: model cannot generate " C ct and # Bct at the same
time. Hence may overestimate aggregate e¤ects on C by
construction (esp. under monetary accommodation!) Data
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Modeling assumptions: Labor market speci�cation

I Production function

Y jt (ucap
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θ
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I LO: overhead labor. Share of LO in total employment moves
exogenously:

lolt = (1� ρLOL)lol + ρLOL lol jt�1 + εLOLt

I What does such assumption capture? How does it a¤ect overall
dynamics?

I How would results change under more traditional labor market
structure?
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Modeling assumptions: Open-economy issues

I Paper quite silent on open-economy side: what happens to
terms of trade, real exchange rate, trade balance after �scal
expansion?

I E¤ects on trade balance crucial for spillover e¤ects and
international coordination

I Model assumes all public debt held by domestic households
I Maybe realistic for EA, much less so for US
I Recent research (Pesenti (2008), Laxton and Pesenti (2007), Coenen
et al. (2008)) has focused on e¤ects of foreign detention of
government debt
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Policy implications

I Temporary �scal expansions likely to be more e¤ective against
current crisis, due to credit-constrained households and monetary
accommodation

I Fiscal and monetary coordination both crucial

I Motivations for international coordination:

1. Monetary cooperation: avoid beggar-thy-neighbor e¤ect, each
country has incentive to move �rst and tilt terms of trade

2. Fiscal cooperation: incentives depend on e¤ects on trade balance: if
TB deteriorates, each country has incentive to wait for other to
move and bene�t from trade channel

I Paper suggests that once (1) is achieved, countries have incentive
to use �scal policy, which in turn generates positive spillovers =)
implementability of (2) made easier
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move and bene�t from trade channel

I Paper suggests that once (1) is achieved, countries have incentive
to use �scal policy, which in turn generates positive spillovers =)
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THE END
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